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Abstract
Object-Based Graph Grammars (OBGG) is a formal speciﬁcation language suitable for modeling
concurrent object-based systems. On previous work we have mainly discussed the language along
with case studies and analysis techniques (model checking and simulation) for systems described in
OBGG. In this paper we present the set of tools we have developed and/or integrated to build an
environment for the development of concurrent object-based systems. With this environment, we
support the speciﬁcation and analysis of concurrent object-based systems speciﬁed using OBGG.
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1 Introduction
In [9], a visual formal speciﬁcation language suitable for specifying concur-
rent object-based systems was deﬁned. The language itself is a restriction of
graph grammars, called Object-Based Graph Grammars (OBGG). Currently,
models in OBGG can be analyzed through veriﬁcation [7] and simulation [6].
Moreover, starting from an OBGG model we can generate code for execution
in a real environment, following a straightforward mapping to Java code [6].
Since OBGG is based on the message passing mechanism for communic-
ation, and follows the asynchronous computation model, the language is also
suitable for the speciﬁcation of distributed systems. Thus, in order to deal
with common aspects found in distributed environments, like, for example,
fault-tolerance, in [8] we have worked on an approach to consider classical
failure descriptions for distributed systems (e.g. crash failure), allowing to
reason about a given OBGG model in the presence of a selected failure.
By using the methods and tools mentioned above we have deﬁned a frame-
work to assist the development of concurrent (and distributed) object-based
systems. The innovative aspect of this framework is the support of the same
formal speciﬁcation language (OBGG) by a series of methods and tools.
In this paper we present the set of tools we have developed and/or integ-
rated to build an environment for the development of concurrent object-based
systems. The main modules of this environment are: (i) an editor of OBGG
speciﬁcations; (ii) a database for storing speciﬁcations; (iii) translators that
read speciﬁcations from the database generating models for veriﬁcation and
simulation, and Java code for execution in a real environment; (iv) inter-
faces for using the SPIN model checker [11]; (v) a simulation tool built from
scratch. Using this environment we support the speciﬁcation and analysis of
concurrent object-based systems speciﬁed using graph grammars.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the architecture of
the environment; Section 3 presents the formal speciﬁcation language OBGG,
along with an explanation of the editor tool for OBGG; Section 4 brieﬂy
discuss the analysis methods available for OBGG (model checking and simu-
lation) and the generation of code for execution in a real environment; ﬁnally,
Section 6 brings us to conclusions and future works.
2 Architecture of the Environment
In this section we present the architecture of the environment used for the
development of concurrent object-based systems modeled with OBGG. The
environment is composed by a set of integrated tools, where each tool adds a
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diﬀerent feature to the environment. The architecture is depicted in Figure 1,
where tools with similar functionalities are grouped into speciﬁc modules.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Environment.
The ﬁrst step for using the environment shown in Figure 1 is the speciﬁca-
tion of the system using the Editor, which is responsible for storing/recovering
OBGG speciﬁcations to/from the Database. The Editor is part of the Human
Interface Tools, which is also composed of Veriﬁcation and Simulation inter-
faces. The Veriﬁcation interface allows the speciﬁcation of properties to be
veriﬁed in translated veriﬁcation models and the presentation of veriﬁcation
results to the user [18], currently the generation of counter-examples in terms
OBGG is implemented but not integrated to the environment. The Simula-
tion interface graphically presents the simulation results to the user, currently
this tool is not implemented.
The structure of the Database is based on the one proposed in [17]. As
deﬁned in the Database, the user can create/edit two speciﬁc types of speciﬁc-
ations, classiﬁed as speciﬁcations for veriﬁcation or simulation. Veriﬁcation
speciﬁcations use a speciﬁc (restricted) set of data types, due to the constraints
imposed by SPIN, the model checking tool used to verify OBGG models. On
the other hand, simulation speciﬁcations can use features found in the Java
language (available classes), since the PLATUS simulation tool is written in
Java and supports this speciﬁcation style. We do not deﬁne speciﬁcations for
code generation. This occurs because in our approach for generating code for
real environment we use simulation speciﬁcations (see Section 4.3).
Having a speciﬁcation in the Database, the user can make use of Trans-
lation Tools to generate input code for: Analysis Tools allowing to perform
veriﬁcation and simulation of translated OBGG models; and a Support Plat-
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form used to execute a translated Java code in a a real environment. In Section
4 the translation methods implemented by the Translation Tools, and used in
the Analysis Tools and Support Platform, are discussed.
3 Speciﬁcation of Concurrent Object-Based Systems
In this section we ﬁrst present the main concepts of the OBGG speciﬁcation
language. Then we describe the Editor tool, which allows to create and edit
OBGG speciﬁcations.
3.1 Object-Based Graph Grammars
OBGG [9] is a restricted form of graph grammars [16] with respect to the
kinds of vertices, as well as the conﬁguration of rules to represent object-
based concepts. An OBGG speciﬁcation consists of type graph(s), set(s) of
rules, and initial graph(s). The type graph is actually the description of the
(graphical) types that will be used in this grammar. It speciﬁes the structural
part of a class description, including the kinds of messages, attributes and
parameters that are possible. The behavior of an OBGG object (instance of a
class) when reacting to a message is deﬁned by a (set of) rule(s). Therefore the
left-hand side of a rule always speciﬁes the reception of a message by a speciﬁc
object. At the right-hand side, that message is consumed and the eﬀect of
applying the rule is deﬁned. This eﬀect may be: change of attribute values;
creation of new objects; and/or generation of new messages. The initial graph
speciﬁes the start state of the system (the model).
The construction of OBGG systems is done componentwise: each compon-
ent (called class) is speciﬁed as a graph grammar; then, a model of the whole
system is constructed by composing instances of the speciﬁed components
(this model is itself a graph grammar).
The advantages of using an object-based style are twofold: on the practical
side, the object-based style is quite familiar to most of the users, therefore
facilitating the construction, understanding and consequently use as a basis
for implementation; on the theoretical side, the restrictions guarantee that
the semantics is compositional, reduce the complexity of matching, as well as
eases the analysis of the grammar.
3.2 Editor
The Editor allows one to create and edit OBGG speciﬁcation through a graph-
ical interactive interface. Each speciﬁcation is composed of class(es) and ini-
tial graph(s). A class deﬁnition has a speciﬁc type graph and the set of rules
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deﬁned for objects of that class. In the initial graph deﬁnition, the user spe-
ciﬁes the initial conﬁguration for his/her speciﬁcation (the model that will be
translated for veriﬁcation or simulation).
The editor allows users to create, open, and save new speciﬁcation from
the database by accessing a menu bar (File submenu). Via menu bar the
users can also: create new type graphs (which automatically creates a new
class deﬁnition), rules, and initial graphs (Speciﬁcation submenu); generate
code for veriﬁcation, simulation, or execution (Option submenu); access a help
section (Help submenu) – currently not implemented.
The graphical edition of a speciﬁcation implemented in the editor is com-
posed of tabs, where main tabs represent classes and initial graphs. Inside a
class tab there is one tab for representing the type graph of the class and other
tab(s) for rule(s) of that class type. The interfaces for edition are composed of
two main components: drawing area (two in the case of rules 6 ), and tool bar.
The drawing area is responsible for showing the graphical speciﬁcation and
allows the edition of components. The tool bar is used to select the edition
mode of the drawing area, which basically is divided into three categories:
selection, insertion, and deletion.
In order to implement the interfaces of the editor, ﬁrst we deﬁne some basic
building blocks that are further specialized to meet the edition requirements
of the involved components (type graph, rule and initial graph). Likewise,
the graphical components shown in the drawing area are classes derived from
basic classes deﬁning graphical node and arc components.
Although the user is free to edit the speciﬁcation, integrity checks are
necessary to guarantee some consistency over the speciﬁcation. Basically,
these are grouped into four categories of constraints:
A Type graph constraints:
1 Creation: the class described by the type graph must be present in
its deﬁnition, and never be deleted;
2 Message modiﬁcation: modiﬁcation of a message lead to change all
occurrences of the old message along the rules and initial graph;
3 Attribute and parameter modiﬁcation: such modiﬁcations lead to
checking if the attribute or parameter is used in any rules or initial
graph of the speciﬁcation. If it is present the user is warned;
4 Message, parameter and attribute deletion: if the deleted element is
present in any rule or initial graph, the user must be warned.
B Rule constraints:
1 Creation: one message directed to an object must be present at the
6 The rule also has an input box (above the drawing areas) for deﬁning the rule condition.
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left-hand side of the rule. The same object must appear in the right-
hand side. The message must be deleted at the right-hand side. All
other modiﬁcations must be internal to the object receiving the mes-
sage. These modiﬁcations may take into consideration only attributes
of the objects and parameters of the received message.
2 Dynamic creation of objects: an object created in a rule (added in
the right-hand side) must have, according to OBGG, an Init mes-
sage addressed to it. The type graph of the class (which the object
is an instance) must have the Init message. Moreover, an Init rule,
for treating an Init message, has also to be deﬁned. Both Init mes-
sage/rule are deﬁned by the user.
C Initial graph constraint:
1 Edition: all attributes and parameters used in the initial graph must
have deﬁned values or references.
D General constraint:
1 Consistency between messages and rules: the editor must check if all
messages deﬁned for the class are properly treated by the rules.
Currently, in our Editor we have implemented constraints A.1, A.2, A.3,
A.4, B.1, C.1. Nonetheless, the implementation of constraints B.2 and D.1
comprise an important aspect of future works.
4 Analysis and Code Generation
In this section we review our approaches for veriﬁcation, simulation, and gen-
eration of code for execution.
4.1 Veriﬁcation
When using veriﬁcation, we are able to analyze all possible executions that a
model can generate. In order to analyze OBGG models using veriﬁcation, in
[7] we deﬁned a translation from OBGG to PROMELA (the input language
of the SPIN model checker). Basically, in the translation, OBGG objects
are mapped to PROMELA processes. For veriﬁcation purposes, attributes of
OBGG objects are restricted to the types supported in PROMELA. Moreover,
OBGG messages are translated to PROMELA messages, and the receipt of
messages is done through an asynchronous channel (that is deﬁned for every
translated object), which is also used as reference to translated objects. Rules
for OBGG objects are mapped to a condition structure inside the translated
object, and the OBGG initial graph becomes an initial process in PROMELA.
Concurrency among objects is naturally preserved by the concurrency
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between translated objects (processes). However, there are two aspects to
consider on the use of PROMELA channels: (i) in OBGG the messages to be
processed by an object do not preserve ordering - and PROMELA channels
do; (ii) in OBGG an unbounded number of messages may be received by an
object at each moment - in PROMELA a channel has a maximum number of
messages and if the channel is full subsequent writes to the channel will syn-
chronize with eventual reads on the same channel. To deal with (i), each object
has an internal channel used to process stored messages in a non-deterministic
way. To deal with (ii) we inserted assertions that, just before sending a mes-
sage, evaluate an expression to determine if the destination channel is not
full. Thus, when verifying a model, an error can be generated when a channel
is full, requiring the user to increase the buﬀer size. More details about the
translation can be found in [7].
In [7] we also deﬁne a way to specify properties over OBGG models with
Linear Temporal Logics (LTL) – the same temporal logic used in SPIN. Ac-
cording to this approach, properties are deﬁned in terms of events (the applic-
ation of rules). Moreover, in [18] we extended our previous approach to deal
with the internal state of objects (still using the notion of events), and also
proposed a way to generate counter-examples in terms of OBGG abstractions,
instead of PROMELA. Currently, as shown in Figure 1, the property spe-
ciﬁcation approach is not implemented and has to be done directly in SPIN.
We intend to implement this feature and integrate it with the tool used to
automatically generate graphical counter-examples in terms of OBGG, com-
plementing the veriﬁcation tool presented in Figure 1.
4.2 Simulation
The main advantage of using simulation is the possibility of performing quant-
itative and qualitative analysis of a system during the conception phase. Our
environment comprehends a simulator for OBGG models written in the Java
language [3]. It works with entities that communicate with each other by
exchanging messages through a special module called kernel.
The kernel is responsible for message delivery and for the global time con-
trol. The kernel algorithm follows a conservative approach and the simulation
time has a centralized control. Considering the functions of the kernel, OBGG
models are mapped to the simulation environment straightforwardly. OBGG
classes, with their attributes, map one-to-one to simulation entities, with cor-
responding attributes. Each rule specifying part of the behavior of an OBGG
class is mapped to a class (at the implementation language level) representing
it. Messages handled by OBGG classes, with the respective attributes, map
to simulation messages with their corresponding attributes. The initial state
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of the system is mapped accordingly to a initial state of the simulation en-
vironment through the creation of the appropriate entity instances, messages
and attributes initialization.
A simulation entity is basically modeled by an active object (a Java object
with an internal thread). A receive buﬀer of this object is used to store the
messages delivered by the kernel, which correspond to the messages at the
speciﬁcation level. The internal thread of the entity selects the rules enabled
by messages in the input buﬀer and triggers their execution, respecting the
non-deterministic behavior given by graph grammars.
The simulator allows one to represent minimum and maximum timestamps
for a message, meaning that the message has to be treated at the destination
entity between (currenttime + minimum) and (currenttime + maximum).
The minimum time allows one to represent delays of real channels, which
is specially useful for distributed systems. The maximum time is supported
for situations where one wants to specify systems with temporal restrictions,
i.e. if a message is not consumed in a certain time interval, the system fails
(real-time systems).
4.3 Code Generation
To accomplish the aim of translating a formal speciﬁcation into executable
code, we have further extended the translation process used in the simulator,
discussed in the previous section. In case of simulation, the time, and there-
fore all events in the system, are controlled by the simulation algorithm. In
this process, the kernel plays the important role of passing events (messages)
between entities and of giving a temporal coherence to these events. In a
real situation the time is implicit, i.e. the events of the system are naturally
ordered in time as they occur. Messages can be passed directly from entity to
entity as they are generated.
So, our ﬁrst step to generate a real application out of an OBGG spe-
ciﬁcation is to take the same mapping of OBGG classes to Java classes es-
tablished for simulation, but excluding the simulation time control aspects
and the message passing functionality of the simulation kernel, having entit-
ies communicating directly. To do this for a distributed scenario, we decided
to adopt an underlying platform that ensures distribution transparency and
FIFO (ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out) semantics for message delivery, therefore keeping the
kernel semantics for message passing.
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5 Related Work
We can compare the OBGG environment with a variety of related tools. As the
main aim of this environment is to serve as a basis for the correct development
of concurrent object-based systems, we will compare with other tools also
suited for this kind of application. In particular, we will consider integrated
environments for speciﬁcation, simulation, veriﬁcation and code generation for
concurrent object-based applications.
Rewriting logics [14] is well suited as a framework for formal speciﬁcation
and analysis of distributed systems. Maude [13] is a multi-paradigm execut-
able speciﬁcation language based on rewriting logics. It integrates an equa-
tional style of functional speciﬁcation in is equational logic sublanguage with
an object-oriented speciﬁcation style for object systems that can be highly
concurrent and nondeterministic. Maude speciﬁcations are executable, and
using Maude and its associated tools [5], such executable speciﬁcations can be
analyzed in a variety of ways, including symbolic simulation and debugging,
and ﬂexible forms of model checking analysis. It has been used to allow formal
analysis of software designs and to support code generation from associated
executable speciﬁcations. In contrast to our approach, Maude is a textual
language, and the results of simulation and veriﬁcation using Maude are also
presented textually to the user.
In the area of Petri nets, there is a huge number of tools (see [1]), but only
few of them are tailored to the object paradigm. CoopnTools is an environ-
ment composed of a set of tools that support concurrent software development
based on the CO-OPN language [4]. CO-OPN is an object-oriented speciﬁc-
ation language based on synchronized algebraic Petri nets. This language
allows the deﬁnition of concurrent objects using Petri net-like layout, and in-
cludes facilities for sub-typing, sub-classing and genericity. The environment
includes editors, simulator (token game), testing tools and a Java code gener-
ation tool. However, no support is given for veriﬁcation of properties of the
speciﬁed systems.
The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized visual notation
for modeling object-oriented software which is being widely used commercially
and target of many research activities. As such, many tools supporting the
development of UML diagrams are available. Generally, such tools oﬀer the
possibility of generating code in one or more commercial programming lan-
guages. Simulation of UML models has also been addressed by some authors,
like in [2]. Since the UML semantics is given in natural language it is not free
of ambiguity. Therefore, many authors address the formalization of parts of
UML such that formal veriﬁcation may be applied to UML models. For in-
stance, the vUML tool [12] supports the veriﬁcation of a subset of UML which
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is translated to PROMELA. According to [12] the veriﬁcation of general LTL
formulas is not supported by the tool but a valuable set of ﬁxed properties
can be checked. Generation of counter-examples in abstractions compatible
with the UML model is provided.
The Fujaba project aims to use the Uniﬁed Modeling Language UML as
a programmed graph rewriting language. The speciﬁcation language used
in the Fujaba tool [15] uses class diagrams to specify the data types of the
system, and a combination of activity and collaboration diagrams to specify
its behavior. The Fujaba environment consists of a series of tools, among
which there are editors, simulator and (Java) code generator. Although there
are investigations about veriﬁcation within Fujaba (see [10]), these are still
not integrated in the environment.
6 Final remarks
In this paper we presented an architecture for the development of concurrent-
object based systems, where systems are speciﬁed with a formal speciﬁcation
language based on graph grammars, called Object-Based Graph Grammars.
As shown in the architecture of the environment, we are working in the
deﬁnition of graphical interfaces to make the veriﬁcation and simulation pro-
cesses transparent to the user. Another line of future researh consists on the
development of other kinds of integrity checks. Moreover, we are consider-
ing the use of a XML (Extensible Markup Language) instead of the database
currently in use to improve the ﬂexibility of the environment.
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